Feature ID
72172

72192

Description

Details

Microsoft Information Protection: Outlook support for DisableMandatoryInOutlook and

Outlook clients will now support the advanced Azure Information Protection (AIP) settings DisableMandatoryInOutlook and

OutlookDefaultLabel settings

OutlookDefaultLabel.
Auto-classification with sensitivity labels in OneDrive, SharePoint Online, and Exchange Online will soon be available in DoD

Microsoft Information Protection: Auto-classification with sensitivity labels in SPO, EXO,
OneDrive for DoD

Status

Added to Roadmap

Estimated Release

In development

2021-03-22

March CY2021

In development

2021-03-22

April CY2021

In development

2021-03-22

March CY2021

In development

2021-03-22

April CY2021

In development

2021-03-22

June CY2021

In development

2021-03-24

May CY2021

environments. Sensitivity labels are central to Microsoft Information Protection, enabling you to label important content to associate it
with protection policies and actions like encryption and visual marking. With this release, you can start using sensitivity labels at scale
for documents stored on OneDrive and SharePoint Online, and for emails in transit in Exchange Online automatically without manual
user input.
Microsoft Whiteboard provides a freeform intelligent canvas where teams can ideate, create, and collaborate visually via the cloud.

72196

Whiteboard: Now on Android

Microsoft Whiteboard allows you to write or draw as smoothly as you would with ink, touch, type or pen, while adding text and sticky
notes you can type and annotate on. Introducing Microsoft Whiteboard on Android enhances teamwork by allowing all team
members to edit and comment directly on the canvas in real time, no matter where they are.

72200
72202

Power BI: New sharing experience
Microsoft Compliance Center: Service optimizations for Audit search

We're introducing a new sharing capability in Power BI that will allow reports to be shared with people within the organization
through shareable links.
This update provides various service optimizations for Audit search, including speed and workflow improvements. For example, you
can track status of the searches.

Microsoft 365 Compliance Center: Microsoft Information Protection & Governance now

Trainable classifiers in Information Protection & Governance can now detect threat, targeted harassment, and profanities in the

supports 7 languages for the Threat, Targeted Harassment and Profanities classifiers

following languages: English, French, Spanish, German, Portuguese, Italian, Japanese, and Chinese.

72180

Microsoft Viva: Topics in Microsoft Search in Bing

Display topic cards in search results when Microsoft Search is invoked from a Bing search.

In development

2021-03-24

May CY2021

72181

Microsoft Viva: Support for types of topics

Support for categories or types of topics, such as projects, products or organizations.

In development

2021-03-24

July CY2021

70798

This update will empower Knowledge Managers, providing additional metadata for sorting and filtering through the list of topics,

72182

Microsoft Viva: Improvements for Topic Management

In development

2021-03-24

December CY2021

72183

Microsoft Viva: Resolve topic name similarities

Allows users to select a topic among several when they share similar or matching names (disambiguation).

In development

2021-03-24

December CY2021

72184

Microsoft Viva: Topics in Yammer - Preview

Display topic highlights and access topic cards in Yammer conversations.

In development

2021-03-24

December CY2021

72186

Microsoft Viva: Extended language support

Support for topic identification from content authored in additional languages.

In development

2021-03-24

December CY2021

72187

Microsoft Viva: Graph connected content indexed into topic card - Preview

Preview - Include content from Microsoft Graph Connectors MediaWiki and ServiceNow for topic discovery.

In development

2021-03-24

December CY2021

In development

2021-03-24

July CY2021

In development

2021-03-24

May CY2021

In development

2021-03-24

June CY2021

In development

2021-03-24

April CY2021

In development

2021-03-24

September CY2021

In development

2021-03-25

March CY2021

In development

2021-03-25

December CY2021

In development

2021-03-25

March CY2021

In development

2021-03-26

June CY2021

including additional quality and usage columns, and segmentation to help manage topics at scale.

One of the most widely used features relating to alerting in Defender for Identity is being able to tune them and make sure you are
only alerted on what should be getting your attention. With the exclusion capability landing in Microsoft 365 security center for
72203

Microsoft Defender for Identity: Alert exclusion in Microsoft 365 security center

Defender for Identity, you can tune the alerts and filter the detections based on entities that matter to you. We are also improving the
experience in the allow-list functionality, making sure you can allow entities across all detections as opposed to allowing them per
detection.

72204

Microsoft Compliance Center: Communication Compliance for DoD

81391

Microsoft Teams: Co-organizer Meeting Role

81575

Microsoft Teams: Out of Office for GCC-High and DoD

81676

Microsoft Teams: Co-organizer Meeting Role for GCC-High and DoD

70802

Outlook: Introducing suggested replies in Outlook for Windows

72188

Microsoft Viva: Discover experts and answers from Topics

Communication Compliance is an insider risk solution in Microsoft 365 that helps minimize communication risks by helping you
detect, capture, and act on inappropriate messages in your organization.
Organizers will now be able to share control by assigning the new "Co-organizer" role to people they invite. Co-organizers will have
almost all of the capabilities of the organizer, including management of Meeting Options.
Set up a message to let others know you're not working or on vacation so you're not available to reply when they send a chat
message. Your out of office status will also sync with Automatic Replies that are found in your Outlook calendar.
Organizers will now be able to share control by assigning the new "Co-organizer" role to people they invite. Co-organizers will have
almost all of the capabilities of the organizer, including management of Meeting Options.
When you receive a message in email that can be answered with a short response, Outlook may suggest three responses that you can
use to reply with a couple of clicks. This capability already exists in Outlook on the web, and in Outlook iOS and Android.
Questions on topics will receive automated answers or get referred to subject matter experts.
Share to Teams from Outlook allows you to send a copy of email messages or conversations, including attachments, into Teams chats

80721

Microsoft Teams: Share to Teams from Outlook

and channels. Find the Share to Teams option in the Outlook ribbon or the action menu for an email. Share to Teams supports
Outlook on the web, Outlook for Windows, and the new Outlook for Mac Preview.

70811

Office App: Office App for Desktop Improvements

Performance and usage updates to the Office App for Desktop.

